YOU HAVE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS WITH DOCLINK

IMPLEMENT YOUR WAY AT YOUR PACE

Whether your organization is moving everything to the cloud, keeping everything on-premise, or a mix of both, DocLink has an option for you. Altec provides you the flexibility you need now and in the future by offering the same solution with three deployment options.

ON-PREMISE

- Purchase DocLink with a perpetual license or with an annual subscription.
- Install DocLink on your own in-house servers.
- Your IT department has complete control over installation, maintenance and support.
- Easily integrate to other on-premise applications.

HOSTED

- Purchase DocLink with a perpetual license or with an annual subscription.
- DocLink is installed and configured just like an on-premise deployment but the solution resides in a hosted data center or private cloud managed by your third party hosting service or reseller.
- You manage DocLink and your hosting partner manages your infrastructure including software updates and patches.
- Utilize either web services or standard on-premise integration framework.

DOCLINK CLOUD

- DocLink Cloud is purchased as an annual or multi-year subscription. No up-front costs are required for hardware.
- DocLink is regularly updated as part of an active subscription with Altec, who manages the infrastructure and application.
- Your IT department no longer has to manage your software or servers.
- Utilize web services to integrate with other applications.

With DocLink, you have choices - regardless of how you want to deploy it.